COOLGUN

IN 4 MINUTES YOUR FACE WILL CHANGE!

THE CONCEPT

ABOUT COOL LIFTING

The Coolifting guns jet sprays the facial tissues using a powerful CO2 flow at a very low temperature
and a high pressure, combined with an extremely high concentration of atomized actives. It is the most
spectacular and rapid treatment ever seen to challenge the passing of time.

It is a revolutionary registered system that allows performing a shocking facial treatment through a safe,
fast and efficient method.

How does it work?

THE APPLICATION
The combination of the cold CO2 flow at a high pressure and application of atomized antiaging and lifting ingredients cause:
Paradoxical vessel-motricity:

Vasoconstriction followed by a vasodilatation of the
blood micro-circulation. When suffering an intense
cold stimulus, the vessels contract and expand. The
removal of localised waste products is expediated.

Thermal Shock:

Stimulation of the underlying tissues. Those tissues
are normally at a temperature of some 36ºC (97ºF).
The CooLifting extreme and sudden cold causes a
deep and instantaneous reaction in the dermis.

The CooLifting gun jet sprays
the facial tissues using a
powerful CO2 flow, at a very
low temperature and a very high
pressure, combined with a high
concentration of atomized antiaging and lifting ingredients.

How many sessions
do I need?

What will I feel during
and after the session?

One session (4 Mins): Visibly
Smoother, nourished and more
radiant skin. We recommend 6
treatments in close succession
to roll back up to 10 years
from your skin.

The procedure is painless.
The application, pressure and
temperature are technically
controlled and doesn’t involve
any discomfort. No special
care is required following the
session.

Cryophoresis and Barophoresis:

The combination of cold accompanied with the
high pressure applied on the dermis, causes an
intense penetration of the Coolifting actives and an
expanding increase of their effects.

Cryo-carboxytherapy:

The CO2 flow at a very low temperature
and at a high pressure activates the
blood micro-circulation; it induces
collagen and elastin formation and
increases the tissues’ oxygenation.
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Visible effects in just one session.
Intense hydration-collagen stimulation-dermis regeneration-improvement of skin texture and quality.
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